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               Internet  Club  inauguration  was  held  on  04/11/2019  by  Saritha  Namboodiri,

Associate  Professor  Department  of  Computer  Science,  V  T  Battathirippad  College,

Sreekrishnapuram Palakkad. She presented a seminar on the topic “BIOINFORMATICS”.

Internet club and Post Graduate Department of Computer Science jointly organized a seminar

on the topic “Social media and Privacy” on 18th February 2020. As part of this our chief guest

Mrs.S Sreevidya, HOD of Computer Science, Govt College, Kuttanellur Thrissur presented a

seminar on the topic “Social media and Privacy”.
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1. Facility for PSC one time registration is provided.

2. Facility for student E-mail ID creation, campus recruitment and online courses
are provided.

3. Paper presentation by students were conducted.

 
4. Classes on  Multimedia Application  and Digital banking also provided
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We collected the names of interested students for PSC one time registration and Email

ID creation from all Departments. Assistance was provided for the submission of online Anti

Raging Affidavit submission.
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A survey was conducted on the topic “Can Artificial intelligence replace teachers at Schools,

doctors at Hospital, maid at home?” The survey report published in the Department journal of

Computer Science.

In connection with College Exhibition –CAPSIM 2k18, the students of internet club arranged

many stalls such as “The future world 2100”, Projector(lens), Projector(OHP), Working of

search engine, Awareness about hacking etc.
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Activities Undertaken

           Our respected Principal, Dr. P.K Yaqoob released the Logo of KLOUT on 
19/12/2016 in association with the KLOUT inauguration.
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 A blog “Ansar Internexuz” (ansarinternexuz.blogspot.in) was created to explore the 

talents of our students and also to provide them a platform for interactions related to 

various topics.
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 The blog was officially launched by Ms.Sulaikha C.M (Assistant Professor, M.E.S 

Engineering College, Kuttippuram) on 19/12/2016 and now it is available on our 

college website.

● We provide the facilities for the students to get enrolled in ‘PSC one time
registration’ and help them to access PSC website to apply for various govt. jobs. 

 We conducted questionnaire competitions on regular intervals and prizes were 

distributed. The Winners were Dana fathima (S2 BSc Psychology), Shafna Shirin 

(S6 Bsc CS) and Fathima Mehnas (S4 Bsc Maths)
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 We provide facilities for students to create E-mail Ids. 

 We provide opportunities for students to access the internet with the supervision of 

teachers.

 As a part of KLOUT inauguration, paper presentations by students of various 

departments were conducted.
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 Certificates were given to all participants by Dr.P.K. Yaqoob (Principal,AWC) . Also 

the best presentation ( ‘ Impacts of Social media on students ’) was selected by the chief 

guest Ms.Sulaikha C M and a special prize was awarded . 

 Fun time Puzzle was also conducted as a part of inauguration. Everyone participated 

with great enthusiasm .Winners were selected and prizes were distributed.

 Students were also provided opportunities of registration for campus recruitments and

other online courses.
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A Workshop was conducted  on “Digital  India  Week” at  Ansar  Women’s  College,

Perumpilavu. As a part of the Digital India Week campaign initiated by the Govt. of India, we

had conducted a workshop on the same on 13-7-2015 Monday. 
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